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Creating a PKG is as easy as right-clicking the PKG file you want to make and selecting Create a Pac file from the context menu (or by selecting Create from Archive or something similar). PKG
files are a great, space-saving way of making several mod files all in one place, and you can even move PKG files around between computers at will. Next, the PKG will download a new ELF file,

put it in the /PKG directory as a temporary file, and run it. If you arent in the PKG directory or the PKG file isnt in the PKG directory, it will automatically make an entry for it in the PKG directory for
you. If it doesnt, simply go to its location and drag it into the folder. Lastly, choose build to actually install the PKG. This will create a bootable partition and ISO file for you to load. Again, if you set
it to automatic, the game will detect a new ISO and automatically load it. However, if you want to set it to a different ISO, simply load the ISO. You will see a new configuration screen. If you select

the desired PKG, then hit build and wait. This method does not require you to modify your ISO at all! Instead, well be using a code patch that makes the game load files over the local network
(your computers filesystem) rather than the archives in the ISO. This method is 100% free, and results are pretty much instant every time you change a file, even while the game is running. So it

has several advantages over the old method, which could take ~10 minutes to build a mod each time, even with optimal hardware. Thats it! Now you can mod P3FES, P4 and Nocturne with
instant changes by loading files externally instead of ever touching the ISO. Since your ISO remains unmodified, the games CRC never changes either so theres no longer any need to rename

your cheat files each time you mod the game.
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